Issue 143, 10 December 2012

Food for thought
We all need objective observations of our actions and opinions and an email from a listener last week
gave me some food for thought. He has a great point to make and I tell you about it in today's Switzer
Super Report.
Also in the report, Paul Rickard explains why he thinks it's time to sell down Commonwealth Bank and
buy National Australia Bank, plus we list the top regional suburbs for capital growth over the past year
and we also take a look at your entitlements once you begin to take a pension. And don't forget our
weekly broker wrap of stock buy, sell and hold ratings. Enjoy, and have a great week.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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My theory: forget the cliff; buy America!
by Peter Switzer
The beauty of the crowd I talk to through this Switzer
Super Report and my TV show on the Sky Business
Channel is that they are so smart and involved in
investment that I benefit from their critical analysis of
everything I say or write.
We all need objective observations to ensure we are
always working on self-improvement and intellectual
progress. The poet William Blake also summed it up
neatly when he theorized that without controversy
there is no progress.
Over the weekend I received this from Massoud:
“I couldn’t believe it when I heard you tonight
wishing the market down and being concerned that
the so called ‘fiscal cliff’ is not spooking the
investors enough for a good sell-off. I know mate, you
want to take advantage of their stupidity, so I
understand!”
He nailed it, but he also shared his thoughts, which
had a lot of merit and the whole episode underlines
the perils of when a long-term investor like me, and a
hell of a lot of you out there, tries to become a market
timer.
Of course, Massoud might not have read my analysis
of the fiscal cliff from the outset, where I said I
expected to see a bit of a sell-off, which would be a
buying opportunity, but if there wasn’t one,
I didn’t care because I am virtually 100% invested
anyway, apart from a small cash holding thanks to
super contributions.

fiscal cliff expression, as it is a completely misleading
descriptor of the actual circumstance – a bit like
mislabelling a slush fund as workers’ safety fund! I
have seen – on reputable news programs – many
photos of a car representing the US economy going
over this huge Grand Canyon-type cliff, which
obviously implies near death once you hit
bottom. Apart from the fact that a compromise is likely
before these cuts come into effect, there is close to
zero chance of the US economy collapsing, even if
agreement is not reached and the automatic cuts
come into effect on 1 January 2013.”
In fact, the US economy could cope until
mid-February before public service operations start to
run out of money. The only thing I would say is that if
Congress does play silly buggers and nothing shows
up before December 31, then the stock market could
be spooked. In fact, hedge funds and short-sellers
would try to leverage the fear and loathing and then
sell-off or a buying opportunity would come later than
I would have wanted.
Massoud came up with the same conclusion, when
he said: “Agreement will be reached within a couple
of weeks, if not just days after they have gone over
the more appropriately called ‘fiscal bump’ and the
US economy will hardly notice it, although you may
well get your wish of a spooked share market!”

What cliff?
I loved this analysis by Massoud, showing he is even
more cynical than me about market generalizations
and simplistic theorizing:
“I don’t really know which moron came up with the
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quickening and the Politburo signalled an
increased focus on urban development.
Finally, in a positive sign for Australia, output
of rolled steel rose 16.5 % in November up
from 11.7% in October.
The only worrying news is out of Europe, where the
European Central Bank (ECB) predicts growth will be
negative this year and next. Meanwhile, Italy has a
political issue with Prime Minister Mario
Monti announcing he will resign in the near future
following former PM Silvo Berlusconi withdrawal
of parliamentary support for the Monti coalition.
Berlusconi will contest the new election and will
appeal his conviction for tax fraud and the four-year
jail sentence.
Europe will be annoying politically, but we have seen
some progress market and economy-wise and these
pluses should help stocks next year.
My philosophy
Massoud’s argument rests on a simple proposition
that I’ve been canvassing for the past couple of
years: buy America and don’t believe China is
stuffed.

Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

What is intriguing is that there are a number of
positives emerging that not only support my view, but
also offset the fiscal cliff fears, such as:
US employment data for November showed
that 146,000 jobs were created instead of the
96,000 that were expected, pulling
unemployment down from 7.9 to 7.7%.
In China, factory production climbed to a
10.1% year-on-year gain in November
compared with estimates of 9.8%. Retail sales
growth posted a solid 14.9% increase, which
will please the new regime because they are
committed to urbanisation programs to help
the economy grow through consumer
spending.
The official China estimate for economic
growth is 7.5% and more and more experts
are now seeing an 8%+ result.
Last week, the key Shanghai Index rose 4.1%
on expectations the economic pace is
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A yield play – buy NAB, sell CBA
by Paul Rickard
I am horribly overweight Commonwealth Bank (CBA)
shares and horribly underweight National Australia
Bank (NAB).
I say that tongue in cheek because thankfully, I never
listened to the analysts and am laughing all the way
to the bank! CBA has, over more than the past
decade, been the best performer of all the major
banks, while NAB has been the chronic
underperformer. As a result, CBA has consistently
been the most expensive bank (and out of favour with
the analysts), and NAB the cheapest and usually, the
analysts’ pick.
As the old investment saying about dog stocks goes,
as dangerous as it is to change horses mid stride, the
yield gap is now simply too much.
The yield and PE gap
Since NAB announced on 19 October that it would
make an out of cycle increase to its collective
provision of $250 million to largely cover problems
with its UK banks, and then followed this up with
subdued fourth quarter and annual results, NAB and
CBA share prices have moved in opposite directions.
NAB has fallen from $26.95 to $24.50 as at the close
on Friday, a fall of 5.8% (adjusting for the 90 cent
dividend). Commonwealth Bank has rallied from
$57.05 to $60.88 – an increase of 6.7%. In total, an
outperformance by CBA of 13.2%!
According to FN Arena, consensus earnings and
dividend forecasts have changed only marginally and
as the following tables show, NAB is now yielding
almost 2% higher than CBA.

Some difference! That’s 5.7% versus a 7.5% yield for
the NAB, which is of course pre-tax, an effective
9.12% pa after tax for a fund in accumulation and
10.7% pa for a fund in pension. And on a
price/earnings (PE) basis, 13.7 for the CBA vs 10.0
for the NAB – CBA is 36% more expensive.
The ‘mean reversion’ theory
So much for the numbers, now for the theory. The
‘mean reversion’ theory goes that in a mature,
highly regulated, oligopolistic market like Australian
banking, it is very difficult for one of the participants to
make major competitive gains over the other
participants. Changes in market share are hard won
and at the margin, they have the same pricing, cost
bases are largely the same, they make use of similar
technology, they tap the same talent pool, they share
similar lending exposures etc. As a result, their
profitability and return on capital will largely be the
same.
As markets aren’t efficient, one bank is going to be
cheaper than the others. The theory goes that over
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time, they will largely revert to the mean – that is, the
cheapest stock today will become (on a relative
basis) more expensive, and the most expensive stock
will become cheaper. An uncharitable proponent
might add that when sustained pricing differences are
maintained, they are more likely to be caused by
“own goals” rather than brilliant examples of
strategic leadership, planning and execution.
NAB – what can go wrong?
NAB has scored several “own goals” over the last
decade – UK Banking, midwest USA banking,
Homeside, the FX Options debacle – the list goes on.
Add in under investment in technology, and legitimate
questions from the market about leadership and its
board.
The most obvious concerns are further troubles in the
UK, and the adequacy of their provisioning for bad or
doubtful debts. By one coverage ratio, their collective
provision as a percentage of credit risk weighted
assets, NAB comes out satisfactorily at 1.05%
compared with CBA’s 1.06%. However, when
residential mortgages are excluded from both sides of
the equation, NAB sits at 1.40% while CBA is at
1.52%. Further, NAB’s individual provisions as a
percentage of impaired assets are only 30.3%,
compared with CBA’s 41.6%.

Looking forward, NAB is more likely to be impacted in
this market by local economic conditions; an upswing
would be good for immediate revenue growth and
reduced bad debts, while a downswing would
produce the opposite result.
While there is no doubt more risk with NAB than CBA,
unless there is an “own goal” lurking in the
background, the investment attributes are not that
dissimilar.
The bottom line
Commonwealth Bank deserves its premium rating
over National Australia Bank. However, my sense is
that at present, 38% is too much and a return to a
level of around 20% is on the cards. Unless NAB’s
Annual General Meeting (to be held this Thursday at
9.30am Perth time) comes out with something out of
the blue, I suggest to buy NAB as a yield play, and
depending on your portfolio and exposure to banks,
pay for it by selling CBA.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

On the capital side, both banks report similar ratios,
with Basel II Tier 1 capital ratios of 10.24% for CBA
and 10.27% for NAB at 30 September. In part
reflecting its smaller asset base, NAB is doing better
in the ‘customer’ funding game, with 66% of its
assets funded by deposits from customers, as
compared with 63% for CBA.
CBA is the clear leader in technology – at least three
to five years ahead of NAB – and now starting to
translate that leadership into revenue gains. It is also
dominant in housing, and while NAB is making some
headway through a price-led strategy, it is coming off
a relatively low base. There must be some lingering
concern that the bad debts from this initiative will start
to show up in a couple of years.
On the other hand, NAB is dominant in the business
market, with more than double the market share of
the CBA.
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The broker wrap: brokers upgrade Tabcorp, CSL,
ASX and more
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Last week saw just four stock recommendations
downgraded, while six were upgraded. The overall
tally now indicates 45.05% of ASX listed shares are
rated as Buy, a light increase on last week, while
43.42% were at Hold and 13.53% as Sell. The
downgrade side was evenly split, with two stocks
down to Sell from Neutral, while two more were cuts
from Buy to Neutral. The upgrades were from Neutral
to Buy in five out of six cases, with the remaining one
stock bumped up to Neutral from Sell.
Upgrades
The one stock lifted up to Neutral was the ASX
(ASX), with Citi noting that while volumes are falling
and market velocity is down significantly over the last
twelve months to levels not seen over the last twenty
years – including post GFC trading – the broker still
thinks newly announced volume rebates should help
stem the tide. The stock remains negatively regarded
in the FNArena Database, with five Holds and three
Sells recorded.
CSL (CSL) was upgraded to Buy by Credit Suisse,
who was among a number of brokers to give the
company positive marks after what was a fairly well
received research and development briefing. Current
year earnings were lifted pretty much across the
board, with the stock otherwise remaining positively
regarded in the FNArena Database on five Buys, two
Holds and a Sell.
Credit Suisse also pushed Metcash (MTS) up to Buy
despite what was a fairly lackluster first half year
result in terms of consensus commentary. It seems
the main takeaway was that it could have been
worse, with Credit Suisse of the opinion the share
price has now sunk too low. The stock moves into
positive territory in the database with the upgrade and
now sits on two Buys, one Sell and five Holds, with
7% upside to the consensus target.

Macquarie also chimed in with an upgrade last week,
lifting Qube Logistics (QUB) to Buy. Post site tours
across Melbourne and Sydney, the broker has formed
the opinion that acquisitions are starting to pay off in
the form of road share gains, with full-year 2013
earnings likely to be helped along by the recent MIST
acquisition. The broker also sees potential for the
company to improve margins further at existing sites,
while the development of Moorebank in Sydney, and
Somerton, Altona and Lyndhurst in Victoria could also
offer better margins and some market share gains.
The database now shows four Buys versus just two
Holds, with shares trading at a 17% discount to the
consensus price target.
The last two upgrades take us back to Credit Suisse,
who boosted Tabcorp (TAH) to Buy on the belief the
investment case for Tabcorp should become less
complicated in the years ahead. The broker explains
court cases will soon have run their course and
expiring licenses will no longer cloud the outlook. In
the meantime, Credit Suisse sees profit growth
resuming in FY2014 and even accelerating in FY2015
and this is what forms the basis of the upgrade. The
upgrade moves the stock just into positive sentiment
territory in the database, with two Buys, five Holds
and a Sell call recorded.
The last upgrade of mention was in the favour of Ten
Network (TEN), with Credit Suisse lifting it to Buy on
news the company will look to raise $230 million via
an underwritten entitlement offer. While the near-term
earnings outlook certainly doesn’t improve on the
news, the broker notes at least the move will remove
the financial risk overhanging the stock, while the
operational risks that remain seem to already be in
the price. The broker stands alone with its Buy call,
with the database otherwise showing three Holds and
four Sells on top of Credit Suisse’s new Buy call. The
main problem noted by most brokers is not earnings
visibility, but rather earnings invisibility.
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Downgrades
We’ll start off the downgrades list
with Computershare (CPU), which was cut to
Neutral by CIMB on the back of waning merger and
acquisition activity. The broker also pointed out that
the current low interest rate environment is also
applying additional downward pressure on margins
and income. Despite the downgrade, the stock
remains in positive territory in the database, with
there still being four Buys versus two Holds and a
Sell.
Next on the downgrade list is Independence Group
(IGO), also cut to Neutral, but this time by Deutsche
Bank. While the broker remains a firm supporter of
Independence Group, citing continued positive
developments, especially at 30% owned Tropicana,
the share price has simply run to high, in the broker’s
view. Once the valuation picture improves it’s easy to
see Deutsche moving back up to Buy given its view
net profits should shoot to the stars in the years
ahead.
Fleetwood Corp (FWD) was one of the two stocks
cut to Sell last week, with the decision in this case
being made by JPMorgan on the view that with the
company’s manufactured accommodation business
continuing to take a beating, consensus estimates are
now probably too high. In at least the near-term, the
broker expects weaker demand for modular buildings
and weaker margins from increased
supply/competition entering the market will see
earnings go nowhere. The downgrade pushed the
stock a little further into negative territory in the
database, with just one Buy, two Holds and two Sells
on record.
Our last downgrade was booked by NIB Holdings
(NHF), with BA-Merrill Lynch downgrading it to Sell
after completing a thorough review of its model. While
FY2013 earnings were lifted by 3%, with 6-7%
increases to out years, the broker thinks the stock
has simply become too expensive. The Sell call
stands in contrast to the two Buy calls and one
Restricted also recorded in the database.

Note: The FNArena database is a great place to start
if you want more insight into any of the changes
mentioned above, or even if you’re just looking to
find out a little bit more about what Australian brokers
think about a particular company.
Note 2: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill
Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie, CIMB (former RBS) and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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Australia's top regional suburbs in the past year
by Alia McMullen
Most property investors stick to areas they’re familiar
with – the cities in which they live and understand.
But for those who live outside Australia’s main city
centres and understand country markets or those city
dwellers prepared to do their homework and take on
some added risk, Australia’s regional areas provide
some very attractive opportunities.

Understanding your market is critical.

Pockets of growth

These figures provide a good overview of market
trends, but are generally backwards looking. The
three-month change in house prices provides a
near-term indication of what may be happening in
those areas, but at the same time these figures can
be volatile and heavily influenced by the number and
types of properties sold in that period. Use the
near-term figures as a guide to potential changing
conditions in a market, but as with any investment,
read up on the target market, get out there and speak
to people in the region and don’t rush into any
purchase.

Take New Auckland, for example. Residex figures for
October show that this Queensland suburb on the
fringe of the mining port town of Galdstone has
experienced an 11.4% jump in house prices in the
past year. The average house price is $320,500,
enough to get you a two bedroom house on a decent
block of land and pull in a rent of $435 a week, with a
7.1% rental yield.
Then there’s South Hedland on the other side of the
country in Western Australia. House prices in that
suburb have soared by 21% in the past year. The
average house price is $642,500, with an average
rent of $1,545 a week and a rental yield of 12.5%.
Both these suburbs have benefited from the mining
boom and the corresponding increase in demand for
housing in these regions. Property expert Margaret
Lomas will have more to say on the topic of mining
towns in next week’s Switzer Super Report.

The Residex figures
The table below list Australia’s best performing
regional suburbs by state and territory, ranked by the
capital growth over the past year.

Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

But as with any regional area – whether it’s main
source of bread and butter is mining, farming,
educational or tourism – these areas are much more
sensitive to shifts in employment patterns and
economic conditions than capital cities and are
therefore open to much more volatile price swings.
Those interested in tapping the rural market need to
become acquainted with the economic drivers and
the associated risks impacting the relevant region.
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What you're entitled to in retirement
by Tony Negline
All retirees in Australia are eligible for a wide range of
concessions and discounts and although these
benefits don’t directly impact your DIY super fund,
they could make a significant difference to your
income needs in retirement.
Many of the concessions or discounts are provided
on the proviso that you receive at least $1 of the
government’s aged pension, which means the aged
pension is worth much more than just the fortnightly
income payments.
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card
For those not eligible for the aged pension, the
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card (CSHC) may be
available. To obtain this card, you must be an
Australian resident and have adjusted taxable income
(ATI) of less than $50,000 (single) or $100,000
(couple).
ATI in a financial year is calculated based on your:
taxable income;
total net investment losses;
target foreign income;
employer provided fringe benefits; and
reportable superannuation contributions,
including income that is salary sacrificed to
superannuation.
The benefits available to CSHC recipients include:
medicines listed under the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme (PBS) at a concessional
rate;
access to PBS prescriptions, generally without
charge, for the remainder of the calendar year
after reaching the PBS Safety Net;
bulk-billed GP appointments (if offered by
your GP);

a reduction in the cost of out-of-hospital
medical expenses above a concessional
threshold, through the extended Medicare
Safety Net;
payment of the seniors supplement;
Clean Energy Advance;
Concessional travel on Great Southern Rail
services (the Indian Pacific, the Ghan, the
Overland); and
additional health, household, transport,
education and recreation concessions, which
may be offered by state or territory and local
governments and private providers at their
own initiative (see below).
Pensioner Concession Card
The Pensioner Concession Card (PCC) is
automatically given to aged pension recipients and it
attracts the following concessions:
medicines listed under the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Scheme (PBS) at the concessional
rate;
bulk-billed GP appointments (if offered by
your GP);
a reduction in the cost of out-of-hospital
medical expenses above a concessional
threshold, through the extended Medicare
Safety Net;
Free hearing assessments and hearing
rehabilitation, including the supply and fitting
of free hearing aids (if necessary); and
Maintenance of hearing aids and a regular
supply of batteries, for an annual fee.
In addition to those national concessions, most states
and territories provide these additional benefits for
card holders (please see full-page table on the final
page of this article):
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All states and territories offer a seniors card that
provides a range of discounts and benefits to those
aged over 60 who are working less than a set number
of hours per week. The number of hours differs in
each state and territory. For example, in Victoria the
card is available for those working less than 35 hours
per week; in NSW its 20 hours per week and in WA
its 25 hours per week in the last 12 months.
As can be seen, there’s a large number of benefits
available to retirees.
I think it’s worthwhile trying to structure your affairs in
a manner that allows you to get some Centrelink or
Department of Veterans’ Affairs pension in order to
get the Pensioner Concession Card and its
associated discounts and benefits. These little
savings can make a big difference to your living
expenses.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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The week ahead
Australia
Tuesday 11 December: NAB business survey (November)
Wednesday 12 December: Consumer confidence (December)
Wednesday 12 December: Speech by RBA Governor
Wednesday 12 December: Lending finance (October)
Wednesday 12 December: Credit & debit cards (October)
December 13 New car sales (November)
Overseas
Tuesday 11 December: US International trade (October)
Wednesday 12 December: US FOMC decision
Thursday 13 December: US Retail sales (November)
Thursday 13 December: US Producer prices (November)
Friday 14 December: US Consumer prices (November)
Friday 14 December: US Industrial production (November)

Did you know?
Paul Rickard joined me on my Switzer program on the Sky Business Channel last week to talk about finding
yield in the stock market. You can view that segment here on SuperTV.
Meanwhile, as mentioned last week, Lance Lai is currently in the United States for the remainder of this year
and will return with his Chart of the Week in 2013. In the meantime, he's been watching the market and has
written in to say there has been no changes to his positions and things continue to track on course.
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